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Why DN and DNN?

Comparison with K̅N system in I=0 channel
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K̅ nuclei <-- Λ*: a K̅N bound state in the πΣ continuum

Introduction

- narrow negative parity Λc*, analogous to Λ(1405)?
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D nuclei? <-- Λc*: a DN bound state in the πΣc continuum
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Variational calculation: results
Results of the DNN system (I=1/2)
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- Bound state in J=0 channel. J=1 is unbound w.r.t. Λc*N.
- Mesonic decay width is small ( ~ 20-40 MeV).
- DN (I=0) correlation is similar to Λc* in vacuum.

DNN quasi-bound state
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FIG. 14. (Color online) Top: Normalized DN two-body corre-
lation density ρDN(r) with isospin decomposition. The I = 0
DN bound state (Λ∗

c) correlation density is also shown for
comparison. Bottom: the same plot of the densities multi-
plied by r2.

conclude that these uncertainties are much smaller than
the dependence on the choice of the NN potential. The
variation of the values in Tables I and II can be regarded
as the theoretical uncertainties in the present calculation.

VI. DISCUSSION

A. Comparison of two approaches

We have presented the results of two approaches, the
Faddeev FCA calculation and the variational calculation.
In the total spin J = 0 channel, both approaches find
a quasi-bound state around 3500 MeV which is below
the Λ∗

cN threshold. The assumed NN distribution in
the FCA turns out to be similar with that found in the
variational calculation by minimizing the total energy. It
is therefore reasonable to conclude that these approaches
find the same quasi-bound state.

The spin J = 1 channel, on the other hand, has dif-
ferences in the two approaches. The lowest-energy state
obtained in the variational calculation is a Λ∗

cN scat-
tering state, while a narrow peak is found in the FCA
amplitude below the Λ∗

cN threshold, although the sig-
nal strength is not so significant as the J = 0 case. A
major reason of this discrepancy may be traced back to

the DN interaction in the isospin I = 1 channel. In the
original coupled-channel amplitude, there is an I = 1
quasi-bound state, which induces the bound state in the
FCA. As discussed in Sec. II B, however, the energy de-
pendence of the DN potential in the variational approach
is fixed at the energy of the Λ∗

c in the I = 0 channel. This
reduces the strength of the I = 1 amplitude, and the two-
body quasi-bound state is not generated in the effective
potential. Since the total spin J = 1 channel has larger
fraction of the I = 1 DN amplitude, this difference is
enhanced and results in different three-body results.

In fact, we may artificially adjust the condition (19) to
generate a quasi-bound state in the I = 1 channel in the
variational approach. By setting the strength of the DN
interaction at W ∼ 2766 MeV in the I = 1 channel, a
quasi-bound state is generated in the I = 1 DN channel.
In this case, the energy dependence of the DN interac-
tion is fixed at each isospin channel, and the strength of
the DN attraction is increased in the I = 1 channel. By
performing the three-body calculation, we find that the
binding energy in the J = 0 quasi-bound state are in-
creased by 10-50 MeV, depending on the NN interaction
employed. This is because of the increase of the attrac-
tion, and the binding energy appears to be closer to the
FCA result. In the J = 1 sector, only the Minnesota
potential supports a bound state with B = 214 MeV,
while no state is found below the Λ∗

cN threshold with
the other two NN interactions. Given the uncertainty in
the choice of the NN interaction, the present result does
not strongly support the existence of the quasi-bound
state in the J = 1 sector. In order to pin down the
J = 1 quasi-bound state, it is necessary to accumulate
the experimental information of the DN I = 1 scattering
amplitude, or the information on the negative parity Σ∗

c
resonance.

In addition, we should also remember that the two ap-
proaches employ different approximations. In the FCA,
the dynamics of the nucleons is not solved explicitly,
while the imaginary part of the DN potential is not taken
into account in the variational approach. In both cases,
explicit πYcN dynamics is approximated at different lev-
els (see the discussion in Ref. [36]), whereas its impor-
tance has been pointed out in the strangeness sector [31].
These effects can also be responsible for the difference of
the results in the two approaches.

B. Comparison with K̄NN results

It is instructive to compare the DNN quasi-bound
state with the corresponding K̄NN state in Ref. [30]. In
both cases, we obtain a quasi-bound state, but the DNN
system has a larger binding energy and a narrower width.
This is in parallel with the properties of the DN and K̄N
two-body quasi-bound states, and they are closely related
through the DN and K̄N interactions.

As discussed in Sec. II A, the D meson can be more
strongly bound in a nucleus than K̄ meson by two rea-

�DN (r) = ��|
�

i=1,2

�3(|rD � ri| � r)|��

M. Bayar, C.W. Xiao, T. Hyodo, A. Doté, M. Oka, E. Oset, Phys. Rev. C 86, 044004 (2012)
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Extensions

I=3/2 sector of DNN state

Bottom sector

・ Λb* is recently observed by LHCb
・ B̅N bound picture?

・I=1 component of the DN interaction
・Information of Σc*



DN isospin components in DNN
I=3/2 sector of DNN system

DNN system with total isospin I=1/2
- J=0, INN=1 --> DN(I=0):DN(I=1) = 3:1          c.f. K-pp
- J=1, INN=0 --> DN(I=0):DN(I=1) = 1:3          c.f. K-d

DNN system with total isospin I=3/2
- J=0, INN=1 --> purely DN(I=1)
- Lowest threshold is Σc*N (c.f. for Λc*N in I=1/2)

DN(I=1) is also attractive. 
  Heavy mass of D
  --> possible bound state (Σc*?)
        with isospin symmetric cutoff.

J=0 is bound, because Λc* is in DN(I=0) channel.
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Result of DNN (I=3/2)
I=3/2 sector of DNN system

Spectrum of the DNN system
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- Bound state in I=3/2
- Mesonic decay width to πΛcN, πΣcN is large ( ~ 100 MeV).
- Maximal charge: D+pp, D0nn --> advantageous in detection
- Closely related to the position of Σc*. 
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Bottom sector
Bottom sector

R. Aaij et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 109, 172003 (2012)

LHCb recently found two excited Λb* in Λbππ spectrum
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Simple potentials for K̅N, DN, B̅N
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Can we regard Λb* as a B̅N bound state?
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Almost same potential strengths?
µ = 325 MeV µ = 625 MeV µ = 797 MeV

v0B̄N =� 1363 MeVv0DN =� 1335� 31i MeVv0K̄N =� 1227� 201i MeV

v(r) =v0 exp{�(r/0.4 fm)

2}
Gaussian potential
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Summary

Regarding Λc*(2595) as “DN quasi-bound 
state”, bound state of DNN is found.

DNN (I=3/2) may also be bound. It is 
related to the Σc* resonance.

Newly found Λb*(5912) can be regarded 
as a B̅N bound state with almost same 
potential strength with K̅N and DN.

We study DN interaction and DNN system

Summary

M. Bayar et al., Phys. Rev. C 86, 044004 (2012)


